`
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AGREEMENT
Project:
Name:
Address:
Telephone:
Email:
This Acknowledgement Agreement (the “Agreement”) is entered into between the above-named individual (“You” or “Your”) and
(“Producer”) in respect of your participation in the commercial production currently
entitled
(the “Production”). For certainty, You acknowledge your participation in the
Production is subject to the COVID- 19 Health & Safety Guidelines available online at www.theaccp.tv., which You confirm You have
read and to which the Producer practices compliance.

1.
For good and valuable consideration, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, as a condition of your participation, You
agree and hereby declare:
specifically for this Agreement using the Ontario COVID-19 self(a)
You have screened yourself
assessment: https://www.ontario.ca/page/covid-19-stop-spread, and;
(b)
You have informed yourself of the risks involved in providing the services amidst the COVID-19 Pandemic and You
hereby voluntarily agree to participate in the Production with full knowledge, appreciation, and understanding of the dangers and
personal risks involved;
2.

You further agree that You and, to your knowledge, anyone you have been in close contact with within the last 14 days:
(a)
Have not tested positive for COVID-19, and if You have, You can produce two consecutive negative COVID-19 test
results taken at least 24 hours apart, and have self isolated for 14 days from the symptom onset or 14 days from positive specimen
collection date if consistently asymptomatic; and/or You can produce a letter from an Ontario Public Health Unit stating you can
return to work;
(b)

Are not presently awaiting on the results of a COVID-19 test;

(c)
Are not displaying any symptom, as outlined in the Ontario COVID-19 self-assessment including but not limited to:
Fever, dry cough, shortness of breath, or difficulty breathing in the last 14 days;
(d)
You have not been contacted by Public Health in the last 14 days and ordered to self-isolate or be tested for COVID19; and if You have, You can produce a negative test result or have isolated for 14 days from the time You were contacted;
3.

You agree that, throughout Your participation in the Production:
(a)
You will adhere to the ACCP’s COVID-19 Health & Safety Guidelines;
(b)
If at any time during the prep, shoot, and within 14 days of wrap on the production and/or post production you feel or
are made aware that you are experiencing any symptoms as outlined in the Ontario COVID-19 selfassessment: https://www.ontario.ca/page/covid-19-stop-spread, you will immediately inform the Producer, leave the location,
commence isolation, and fulfill all other government mandated requirements for a suspected case of COVID-19;
(c)
If at any time during the prep, shoot, and within 14 days of wrap on the production and/or post production the status of
the warranties You made in Sections 3(b), 3(c) and 3(d) above should change, You will immediately inform the Producer, leave
the location, commence isolation, and fulfill all other government mandated requirements for a suspected case of COVID-19.

4.

In no event will the Producer, the Advertising Agency
, and the Advertiser
, will be held liable for potential loss of income by You (excluding that which might
accrue from the Production's postponement or cancellation) in the event You should become symptomatic during the course of the
Production or 14 days following the Production. This includes, but is not limited to, the need for You to self isolate for any reason.
Agreed and accepted this

day of

, 202__.
For Company
By:

Name

Name

Title

Title

